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Abstra.ct.

The purpose of this paper is to develop some numerical methods for solving non-Hamiltonian

nonintegrable simplified turbulence equations which conserve the energy. We present two kinds of

conservative methods for solving these equations: a second order method which uses simple differences,

and an arbitrary high order method based on a modification of conventional polynomial extrapolation.

1 . Introduction.

As is well-known dynamical systems can be generically integrable or stochastic. In between

them are systems which exhibit some mixture of stochastic and integrable behaviour. In [9] Orszag,

and in [10] Orszag and Mclaughlin have investigated numerically non-Bamiltonian nonintegrable

dynamical systems which are simplified models of the Euler equations of fluid dynamics. On the basis

of numerical solutions they have shown, among other results, that there is no gap in dissipation

+ The work was done during the stay of author at the Department of Mathematics of the
University of Texas at Arlington on a grant from the Kosciuszko Foundation



between stochastic behavior in the conservative case and strarige attractors in the dissipative case. To

solve the non-Hamiltonian equations, Orszag and Mclaughlin have used a ninth order Adams-

Bashforth algorithm.

Our purpose in this paper is not to consider and discuss physical aspects of their equations.

(An interesting analysis can be found in [10]t) Since the equations conserve energy (in the conservative

case), we want to develop some numerical methods for solving these equations which possess the same

property. In other words, the energy calculated from our numerical solutions will be constant at any

time. Any conventional numerical method for solving the initial value problem, including of course the

Adams-Bashforth method of any order, does not fulfill this requirement. In our opinion, in numerical

investigation of equations of any kind it is important to have numerical solutions which possess the

same properties that follow from the theoretical study. It should be added here that our conservative

numerical solutions do not violate any conclusion of Orszag and Mclaughlin [10].

In this paper we present two kinds of conservative methods for solving the simplified

turbulence equations: a second order method which uses simple differences (Section 3), and an arbitrary

high order method based on a modification of conventional polynomial extrapolation (Section 4).

Similar methods for gravitational problems and Hamiltonian systems we developed in our previous

papers (see e.g [2-8]). In Section 5 of this paper we present numerical examples. Our second order

conservative difference method is compared with other well-known second order methods, and the

arbitrary order conservative method with conventional polynomial exirapolation.

For the interested reader, in appendices related computer procedures are given.

2. Dyna,mica,l Equations.

An N-mode dynamical system given by the following equations

dx.
(2.1)

where

(2.2)

and

(2.3)

# - *i+r*i+z *b*i-r*i-, *"*i+ri i:1, 2, ' ' ', N;

*i+N:*i

a*b*c = 0



will be called an Orszag system. The system involves quadratic interaction and conserves the energy,

i'e" 
N(2.4) !, I xf -const.

l=1

Introducing the N-dimensional phase space (x1, X2; ..,t xp) of the system, the state of the system (2.1)

* is represented by a point in this space, and a solution is represented by a continuous curve. From (2.4)
' it follows that all orbits x(t)-(*r(t), x2(t), ..., xru(t)) lie on the spheres fxf :"otr.t. in phase space.

The solution of (2.1) are interesting only in the case when N24. For N:3 from (2.1)-(2.3)

it follows that Hi = 0, i.e., xi:const. (i:1,2,3).
l

'l.'I.o,
*+

nd, 
'-

3. A Difference, Energ:y Conserving Simula,tion.

Let Atp=tr41-tp (k=0, 1, ..'). For solving the equations (2.1) let us consider the

i{u following difference scheme

:: *i,r+t-*ik-t.
i 

-E- 
= !a Ia(xt*1,k+1+xi+1, rX*i+z,r+r*xi+2, r)

*b(xi-r,r+r **i-r, rX"i-z,r+r **i-2, r)

*"(*i+r,r+r**i+r, *X*ir,.+'' +xi-r, p)J ;

k:0, 1, '-.1 i:1, 2, ..., N;

where xio-xi(to) are given.

It is easy to show that the scheme (3.1) is of the second order. Moreover, we can prove the

following theorem.

Theorem 3.1:

The difference scheme (3.1) conserves the energy (2.4), i.e., for each k=0, 1, ..., we have

(3.2) I i .i-=const.
l=1

Proof. To prove the relation (3.2) ii is sufficient io show that

NK
lE.i r+r:iI *i*

3

(3.3)



for each k=0, 1, '.. . Let us consider the difference

aEk=t $.i **r-1i -i-=1,io,, .*.+xiiXxi, r+r-xir)'

On the basis of (3.1) we have

ao*-$ t Or, r+r**ir)W

(3.4) =+ .i ,*t, r+r**ir) ["(*i+r, r+r**i+r, *X*i+r, *+r**i+r, *)
l=1

*b(xt-r, r+r**i-r, .X*i-r, .+r**i-r, *)
+"(*i+r, r+r**i+r, *X*i-r, .*r*xi-1, p)J'

Taking into account (2.2), we can write (3.a) in the form

nr.NaEk-+ tE ut*t' t*'+xijxxi+r' x+r*xi+'' *x*i+'' r+'**i+'' r)

*b(x*_., r+r*xN_r, rX*ru, n+r**r.rxXxr, r+r*xrr)

*b(x*, r+r **rurXxl, k41*x1rX*2, r+r.**zx)
N-2

+ | b(*i, .+r.**irX*i+r, r+r**i+r, *X*i+r, .+l**i+r, *)
l=1

*c(x*, r+r**r.r*Xxl, k+r*x1rX*2, r+r**zr)
N-1

+ f t(*i, r+r**irX*i+r, *+r**i+r, *)(*i+r, *+r.**i+r, *) l
l=1

N
(a+b+c).D (*t, **r+xi.Xxi+r, r+r*xi+r, r)(*i+r, .+r**i+r, .)'

l=1

From the above relation and (2.3) it follows immediately that

l$-a -I$ *?-o
2 3r^r, r+r-2 ?r^t*-'

for any k:0, 1, ..., and the theorem is proved.

=+



For solving (3.1) we propose the following iteration process ([2])

*["{f, -*r* * + 1' 1x!i).*, +*r*X*Sll+r *xsr)

+b (x[|l).*1 +xr*)(x[,|l).+, ***.)

+c 1x!n)**, +x2x)(x[l)*+r *xrur)

*!"{fl -*r* * * t" (*5ll+, +*.*X*tll+r **+r)

(B.s) +b (*!"1?r+*rs)(*[|l)x+r**rur)

+c lxtn).*, +x3k)(xlnt?, +*r*) l

*[|{f , -*** * * r" r"flt?, *",kx*l:t?l **zr)

+b (x$l,1la1 *xru-:., *X"[i]l,tl*r **ru-2, r)

*" t-[lt?, +xr*11x$f,t]-r +**-r, *) l

with initial approximatioor *f,o|*r:xir (i=1, 2, ..', N).

4. An Energy Conserving, Arbitra,ry High Order Method

Let {6xi (k-0, 1, ...) denote a sequence of nets on the interval [0, 1] such that Gx -&,
where 1o is a basic stepsize and {Bp} is an arbitrary increasing sequence of positive integers. Let us

assume that in order to solve the initial value problem

(4.1) y'=f(x,y), y(0)=yo,

where y, f(x,y)eRm and x€[0, 1], we apply the Gragg method ([1]) which on the net Gk is based

on the following formulas



rlo

\t

01

- J V-L'

- 4s*hpf(x v-y \o),

= Ty2*2h1f(x1_r, l1-r); l:2,3, ...,2?k+-l;(4.2)

where yg is given , and

(4.3)

(4.4)

where the coefficients ak are calculated from the following system of linear equations

(4.5)

J+1

D ur:l,
k=1

'f u* 
=, = o, j=1, 2,..., J.

?=t6Bp-1)2J

As is well-kno\ryn, the solution given by (4.4)-(4.5) is of order 2J.

v1k) z = |('lr+1, )+tty {f(xr, d+if[xv,4s*2hpf(*r, nr)] ] ;

v=Lr2r.", n; k= Ir2, '.. i

r : 29t<-t-t, s=2B r-t-2,

xr:Xy-l *;fu= #*;n , hk: #,

J+1
SYv= L akYfr)z'
k=1

Since for the Gragg method (a.2) the total discretization error can be represented in a form of

series which consists only of even powers of the stepsize, the method is very useful in extrapolation

methods. In conventional polynomial extrapolation the solution at ,xy = fi is defined by

The Gragg method (4.2) applied to the equations (2.1) is of the form



?io = Yi, v-L,

?ir = nio*hr(tri+r,o?i+e, o*b?i-r,o?i-2, o*c?i+r,o?i-r, s)

?il = ?i, 1-r*2h1(a?t+r, l-r?i+2, l-r+b?i-r, l-t?i-z,l-1+c?i+1,1-1?i-1, 1-1);

*i1t ;, = |(a1r+4,")

+ ha{tli+r, t0i+2,r*b?i-r, r}i-2, "t"\i+l, r?i-1, r

+i [qi+., ,*2hx(a4t*2, ,?i+3, ,*b?ir?i-r, ,*"'li+z,ra1) J(4.6)

,[rli+2,.*2hx(a7i*3, r?i+4, r*b?i+r, r?ir*c?i+s, r?i+r, r) ]

+! [tli-1, ,*2h1(a41r?i+r, ,*b?i-2, r?i-3, ,*c?ir?i-2, ,) I

' Ullz,r*2hp(a4t-r, r?ir+b?i-3, r?i-4, r*"?i-r, .rli-3, r) J

+i lryi+r, ,*2hx(a?t* 2, tqi1.3, r*b?ir?i-r, ,*"?i+2, .zir) J

t hi-r, ,*2hx(a?ir?i+r, ,*b?i-2, r?i-3, .+"lirai-r, ,) ]);

i=\r 2, ..., N; u:|r 2, ..., n; k:1, 2, "'1

where, according to (2.2), ?i+ru, . =rli, . and where xio are given by the initial conditions, and r, s,

hk are given by (a.3). As in conventional polynomial extrapolaiton, let us a^ssume that the solution of

equations (2.1) at tu= H,(v=t,2, ...,n) is defined by

(4.7) *ir=
J+1

D
k=1

ur*i(r)ri i-1, 27 ..., N;

where *i1r;, are given by (4.6), but the coefficients ak are calculated instead of (4.5) from the

following system



(4.8)

where Eg denotes

J+1

f ax =1,
k=1

fi u* 
'U, - o, i=r,2," ', J+1;

r:Lr:t(nBpa) -

N /J+1 \2

tI(.E 'r*i(r)'J -2Ee:r'

the energy at the initial time tsj.e.,

Eo:Iz t .t .

l=1

It should be noted that in conventional

constant, while for the method (4.7)-(4.8) they are

step to another.

polynomial extrapolation

time dependent, i.e., they

the coefficients ak are

vary from one integration

On the basis of the last equation of (4.8), the following theorem is self-evident.

Theorem 4.1:

If foreach v:1,2, -..,n thereexistsasolutionof system(4.8),thenforeach v=Lt2,...,1
the energy (2.a) is couserved exactly by the solution obtained from (4.7).

The next theorem describes the order of method (4.7)-(4.8).

Theorem 4.2:

If for each u:1,2,.'., n there exists a solution of system (4.8), ihen the solution {a.l of

Orszag equations (2.1) with initial conditions x1(0)=x1o(i=1, 2, "., N) is of order 2J, i.e.,

(4.9) x, -4, +0(n-2J),

where xr:(xlv,x'y, '..,*yr)T, and (y-({ ty,€2u, .'', {rur)T denotes the exact solution

at ty- fi(v=I,2, ..., n).

Proof. For the Gragg method (4.6) we have



(4.11)

Taking into account the first equation of (4.8), from (4.11) it follows that

(4.10)

From (4.7) and (4.10) we get

(4.12)

(4.13)

Thus, the relations (4.12) and (4.13) yield

(4.14)

*1r;r=€r+ f, 4r+o [n 
(2J+1)].

J=r (o0r-r)

J+1
Sxv: 2-' "r*(r),k=1

'# ." + e2i' v
z-t '^ z-/ .F +k:1 j=r (nfx_r)

xv=€v*'i .* i +a+ oln-(2r+1)1.
r-r j=r (nBp-1)-'

fl * oln-(2r+l)l'
k:1

J+1

-f ax€z+
k=1

On the basis of the second equation of (4.8) we have

J+1

D u* i uri,,*= f [ 'il u* 
=J"., 

J+l

k-=r Fr(,e*-r)rJ j"rl H ffiJ"',,"*E*;P 
e2J'v

J+1
= E(.uh e2J' v'

xr=fvr'f , ,u*,r, ezJ,v +o[n-(2r+1)].
k:l (npp_1)

The function ers is of class C(t)[0, 1], and therefore ezJ, v:e2J (g ) * bounded. Since {9*} is a

sequence of positive integers, then 
*=t 

for each k=1, 2, .", J+1. Moreover, we have assumed

that there exists a solution of system (4.8) for each v:1,2, .-'t D. From this assumption it follows



that there exists a constant M such that

la*(t")lcttt

for each k=1, 2, ..', J+1 and v:Lr 2r..., n. From the above considerations it follows that the

relation (4.14) may be written in the form of (4.9) and the theorem is proved.

Now, let us consider the solvability of system (4.8). Since only the last equation of this system

is nonlinear, we can express each coefficient a*(k=l,2, ..., J*1) in aJ+r 6 follows

a*=arp*azralari [:1, 2, ..., J*1;(4.15)

where

J-1
A-1-t fk, .ra1,

k:1

" - B, i=+ B, -Brt*= 4 ,I={ BF;
t*k

J-1Bk: l[e?+.
l=1
t*k

Substituting (4.15) into the last equation of (4.8), we get

Pru3+t* ZQya1*r*Ry:Q,

- b, for k=1, 2, ..',J-!,

1" , for k=J,

0, for k=J*l,

$ r*r-r*, J+1, for k=1, 2, .'., J-1,

-6 , for k=J,

1, for k=J*l,

J-1
c-l-t fk, J ,

k:1

, for s: J and s= J+1,

tr*: 
{

"r*: {

and where

(4.16)

i0



where

(4.17)

The solution of (4.16) exists if and only if Q2r-PuRv>0, and in this case is of the form

(4.18) -QvtaJ+l= Pu

Of course, in (4.1S) we must assume that P"*0. The case Pv:O can occur only if Lir:0
for each i:1,2,..., N (see (4.17)). Let us note that numerically we can get Lir+O, where * means

'almost equal'. Namely, if a step.size is too small, then it can happen that for each i:1, 2, "', N we

will obtain *iir;r=*ir. Since

N

P,:DL?,,
l=1

N

Q,:DKirLi,,
l=1

N
n":IKi2, -28o,

i:1
J+1

Kir=I arkxi111r,
k:1
J+1

Li,{ o**i(r)r'

which is easy to prove, we will have

J+1
S
Lq2y.=u'

k=1

J+l J+1
Lir= D'2k*ir=*irf a2x =o'

k:l k:l

To protect the algorithm against such a situation we propose to apply an automatic stepsize

correction procedure (see e.g. [11] or Appendix C).

From (4.18) it follows that in the case of Qlr-PrRz)0 we obtain two values for ajar. We

propose to take the value of a3a, nearer the coefficient aJ+t in conventional polynomial

extrapolation of the same order.

We should also consider the case of q?r-Yrnr< O. It is obvious that in this case the

Q7-P,R,

11



solution of (a.16) does not exist. But if we assume that Lir*0 for at least one value of i (i:1'
..., N), and we consider the function

f(a14r) = Py a3+L+2Qu a.J+r * Ry,

then it appears that there exists a value of a3*, for which f(..r+r) has the unique minimum. It is

easy to show that the minimum is achieved for
o,,tJ+l= -t .

If Q2r-PrF.r< 0 we propose to take this value of aJ+t and calculate the remaining coefficients

ap(k:l, 2, -.-, l) from (4.15). Of course, theoretically in such a case the energy is not conserved

exactly, but only 'as closely as possible".

5. Numerica,l Exa.mples.

Let us consider the following problem ([t0]): Let N:5, and xr=0.540323, x2=1.543569,

xs=-0.680421, x4-1.185361,xs=-0.676307 at to=0. From(2.4)forthesevalueswehave

, -ILl, .D.i = 2.4eeeeese8e5o5.
l:1

Since our difference, energy conserving method, developed in Section 3, is of the second order, a

comparison with other well-known second order methods can be interesting. In Table 1 we present the

errors in energy, i.e., the differences lnlt;-O1to;1, d.r" to the solutions obtained by different second

order methods applied with a constant stepsize, while in Table 2- with an automatic stepsize

correction. Only our difference method, which we call discrete mechanics, conserves the energy in both

cases (with very small rounding errors). Let us note that using Heun's method with an automatic step

size conection, the energy is conserved numerically (see Table 2). It is also interesting that using an

automatic stepsize correction procedure, the discrete mechanics needs the smallest number of

integration steps (see Table 3).

L2



TABLE 1. Errors in Calculated Energies for the Second Order Methods with At-0.001

(constant stepsize)

TABTE 2. Errors in Calculated Energies at the Ends of Integration Intervals for the Second Order

Methode with an Automatic Stepsize Correction

t Discrete

Mechanics

Modified

Euler Method

Heunts

Method

Trapezoidal

Rule

0.1

0.5

1

,

o

0

0

0.1 x 10-16

0.2 x 10-16

0.3 x L0-16

6.5 x 10-10

350.3 x 10-10

125.8 x 10-10

423.6 x 10-10

300.3 x 10-10

6.6 x 10-12

15.3 x 10-12

44.4 x 1,0-12

96.0 x 10-12

229.7 x l0-L2

6.4 x 10-10

350.6 x 10-10

226.3 x l}-to

424.6 x 10-10

302.6 x 10-10

Interval of

Inteeration

Discrete

Mechanics

Modified

Euler Method

Heun's

Method

Trapezoidal

Rule

[0, 0.1]

[0, 0.5]

[0, 1]

0.1 x 10-16

0.7 x 10-16

10.1 x 10-16

1.1 x 10-14

160.5 x 10-14

109.4 x 10-14

0.4 x 10-16

0.3 x 10-16

0.3 x 10-16

2.2 x L}-La

187.6 x 10-14

130.3 x 10-14

13



TABLE 3. Number of Integration Steps for the Second Order methods

Although the number of integration steps is the smallest for the discrete mechanics,

nevertheless we propose to apply higher order conservative methods for integrating the equations (2.1)

in a long time interval. In Table 4 we present the errors in energy at the ends of integration intervals.

The values of energy have been calculated on the basis of solutions obtained by eighth and twelfth

order extrapolation methods. It can be observed that our modification, described in Section 4'

conserves the energy exactly. Moreover, the modified polynomial extrapolation needs smaller number

of integration steps in comparison with conventional extrapolation of the same order (see Table 5).

Figs. 1-4 show the solution in time interval [0, 100] of the problem considered.

Interval of

Intesration

Discrete

Mechanics

Modified

Euier Method

Heunts

Method

Trapezoidal

Rule

[0, 0.1]

[0, 0.5]

[0, 1]

82 895

336 988

650 777

104 510

420 L42

822 658

104 440

424 578

819 174

88 976

367 700

701. 527

14



TABLE 4. Errors in Calculated Energies at the Ends of Integration fnhrvals for Extrapolation

Methods with an Automatic Stepsize Correction

Interval of Twelfth Order Methods

In Conventional Modified

[0, 1]

[0, 10]

[0, 50]

[0, 100]

0.3 x 10-16 0

2.9 x 10-16 0

13.2 x 10-16 0

23.8 x 10-16 0

Order Methods

0

0.2 x 10-16

2.0 x 10-16

47.5 x 10-16

TABLE 5. Number of Integration Steps for Extrapolation Methods

Interval of

Inteeration

[0, 1]

[0, 10]

[0, 50]

[0, 100]

Twelfth Order Methods

Conventional Modified

6

53

257

501

6

51

252

493

Eiehth Order Methods

21 19

198 L75

968 856

1848 1759

15
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Applying extrapolation methods with an automatic stepsize correction for t > 100, we got

solutions which are unacceptable. We observed unexpectedly large differences between the solutions obtained

by different order extrapolation methods. This refers"to our energy conserving modification, and also to the

conventional polynomial extrapolation, for which the value of energy can not be, of course, an accurate

criteriou of solution accuracy.

The situation we have observed can be explained by fast and large changes of the solution which are

not fully detected by a stepsize correction procdure, and by influence of rounding errors. In order to solve

Orszag equations for a long time interval (t >> 100 for the example considered) one can try to use an

extrapolation method with a constant stepsize, smaller significantly than the smallest stepsize in the step

size correction algorithm (e. g. (< 0.01 for the eighth order method and the example considered). But in

such a case one should take into account that rounding errors can destroy the numerical solution. Since in

our arbitrary order conservative method for a small stepsize the situation described at the end of Section 4

can occur, we do not recommend the use of ihis method without an automatic stepsize correction procedure.
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APPENDIX A. A Turbo Pascal procedure for solving Orszag

equations by discrete mechanics method.

(see attached)



procedure DM_Orszag (n :
arbrdt :
varx :
naxit :
eps :
var status :

Integer;
Extended;
ExtVector;
fnteger;
Extended;
Integer) ;

The procedure DM_Orszag
performs one integration
Orszag equations

(Discrete Mechanics for the
step with the step-size dt

orszag equations)
for solving the

x =ax
].

x +bx
i+t i+z i-L

+cx x
i-2 i+L i-r.

(i=1,2r...,n| ,

where

a+b+c=0

with initial
x (t0) =

=X,
L

conditions

x,
i0
conserving, difference method of the second order.by an energy

Data:

n
arb
dt
x

naxit
eps

ResuIt:

number of equations (n>=4),
constants occuring in the Orszag equations,
step-size,
an anay containing the solution at tine t0 (changed on
exit) , .
maxirnun number of iterations in the iteration process
used,
accuracy of the solution at t0+dt.

- an array containing the approxirnate solution at tO+dt
(the elenent x[i] contains the value of the i-th
component; i=1r2, . . . ri) .

Other parameters:

status - a variable which within the procedure is assigned the
value of:

L' if n<4 or naxit<1 or eps<=O,
2, if the desired accuracy eps is not achieved after

rnaxit iteration steps,
O, otherwise.

Note: If status=2r then x contains the last approxination
found.

Unlocal type:

ExtVector - array [-]...n21 of Extended, where n2=n*2.



Notes:

1. It is recommended to
step-size correction.

apply the procedure with an autonatic

2. A program including this procedure must be
i.e. the nurneric coprocessor is necessary.

run in the $N+ state,

var i,it
c, w, xiL, xim1, xkiJ., xkin1
xk, xold

begin
if (n<4) or (naxitcl.) or

then status:=1
else beqin

c: =-a-b i
for i:=1 to n do

xkIi]:=xIi];
xkIn+2]:=xk[2];
xkln+Ll:=xk[1] i
xk[0]:=xkIn];
xk[-L]:=xkIn-1] i
it: =1 ;
repeat

Inteqeri
Extended;
ExtVector;

(eps<=0)

for i: =l- to n do
xoldgil:=xIi];

x[0]:=xIn] t
x[-1] 3=xIn-1] t
for i:=1 to n do

begin
xki13=xkIi+f1;
xkirnL:=xkli-Ll t
xi1:=xli+1J t
ximL:=xIi-1] t
tr:=a* (xiL+xkil.) * (xI i+Z 1+xf 1 i+2 ] ) t
w:=w*b* (xinL+xkin1) * (xli-21+xkI L-21) ,
xIi] :=xkIi]+dt* (w+c* (xiL+xkil) * (xinL+xkinL) )/4;
if i=1

then x[n+1]:=x[L];
if i=2

then x[n+2]:=x[2]
endi

status:=0;
for i:=1 to n do

if Abs (xold[ i] -x[ i1 1 >eps
then status:=3i

if status=3
then begin

it: =it+1 ;
if it>naxit

then status:=2
end

until (status=O) or (status=2)
end

endi



APPENDIX B. A Turbo Pascal procedure for solving Orszag

equation by modified polynomial extrapolation.

(see attached)



procedure EcM-Orszag (var first
P'n
a, b, dt
var xd
var alphalra1pha2
var aJ].reO
var status

Boolean;
Integer;
Extended;
ExtVector;
Extvectorz t
Extended;
Integer) t

The procedure ECM-Orszag (an Energy
equations) perforns one integrati.on
solving the orszag equations

Conserving Method for the Orszag
step with the steP-size dt for

x =ax
1

x +bx x +cx x
i+r i+z i-r. i-2 i+1 i-L

(i-1r2r...'n)'

where

a+b+c=O, =x
i+n

with initial conditions

x (t0) =x ,
ii0

by a method of order p which is an energy conser:lring rnodification of
polynomial extrapolation.

Data:

p
n
€lrb
dr
xd

order of the method (must be
number of eguations (n>=4),
constants occuring in the Orszagt
step-size,
an array of initial values at the
elenent xd[i] should contain the
conponent at t0; i=!,2,...,ni the
are changed 6n exit).

divisible by 2),

equations,

initial tine t0 (the
value of the i-th
elements of arraY xd

ResuIt:

Other parameters:

first

alphal, a1pha2

aJL

e0
status

an array containing the components of solution
to+dt (the elernent xd[i] contains the value of
i-th componenti i=l,2'... 'n).

- a Boolean variable wtrich should be asigned the value
of True before the first callinq of the procedure and
which should not be chanqed later,

- arrays containing constant coefficients of the mettrod
(do not assign any values),

- coefficient ig;+f1 in conventional extrapolation (do
not assign any value) '- energy ai tne initial tiure (do not assign any value),

- a vaiiable which within the procedure is assigned the
value of:

at
the



L,

2,

0,

if the given order P of the method is not
divisible by 2 or P<2 or p>L2 ot n<4 'if tne energy is not consels/ed exactly, but only
as much as possible,
otherwise.

UnlocaI

IntVector
LonglntVector -
ExtVector
ExtVectorl
ExtVector2
Extvecto13
Extvector4'
ExtMatrix

Notes:

array
array
array
array
array
array
array
array

t0..p2l of Integer, where P2=P/2,
tl..p1l of Longlnt, where PL=P/2+L,
[-1..n2] of Extended,
[L..pn1] of Extended,
t1..pll of Extended,
[-3..n4] of Extended,
[1..n] of Extended,
[1. .pl, 1. .n] of Extended, r,rhere PL=P/2+I.

where tt2=i*2 r
where pnl=P/2-L,

where pL-P/2+L,
where n4=n*4r

L. It is recommended to apply the procedure with
step-size correction.

an autornatic

in the $N+ state,2. A prograrn including this procedure rnust be
i.e., the numeric coprocessor is necessary.

3. Wlren running the program the stack overflow
such a case increase the size of the stack
directive.

error may occur. In
by using the $M comPiler

run

var betal, irk,k1, l,p1rp2 rpml
bi, bl
aa, a1, a2,bb,bp, bpL, c, cc, dd,
delta, fI, fl1, sum, suml, xiI, xim1,
yi, yi1 ,!L2 , yi3 , yi:nJ., yim2 , yim3
beta
bk
f , fl
X,Y
xLrx2
xk

begin
if (I'nt-(p/21=p/2) and (p>=2 ) and

then begin
C: ---a-b;
p2;=Round(p/2) i
p1: =p2+1 t
pm1: =p2-1, i
if first

then begin

Inteqer;
longfnt,

Extended;
IntVector;
Longlnwectori
ExtVectorl-;
ExtVector3;
ExtVector4;
ExtMatrix;

(p<=t2) and (n>3)

beta[0]:=Li
beta I LJ z=2 i
beta 127 ?=3 i
for k:=3 to p2 do

beta Ik] : =2*beta [k-2 ] ;
e0: =0 i
for i:=1 to n do

e0:=eO*Sqr(xdIi] ) ;
eO:=eQ/Z i
for k:=L to pL do



begin
bl:=1;
for 1:=l- to pl do

if 1<>k
then bl : =bl*Sqr (beta [ ].-r- I ) t

bk[k]::bl
endt

for 1:=l- to
begin

bP: =L;
bPi-: =L;
for i:=L

prnl do

to pml do

begin
bi:=bk[i];
bl:=bk[1]-bit
bp: =bp* (bklP21-bi),2b1 ;
bpL : =bp1* (bk Ip]. 1 -bi) /bl

end;

if i<>I
then

bt:=bk[1] t
f [ 1] : =bk [P2 l*bP/bL i
f 1[1] :=bkIPl] *bPl,/b}

end;
aa: =L i
cc: =L;
for 1::l- to prnL do

begin
aa:=aa-ffII];
cc:=cc-f[1]

endi
for 1:=1 to pnL do

begin
alpha1[1] :=-flLl/cci
alPha2 [ I ] :=aa*f t lllcc-fL tll

end;
a1phaL [P2 ] : =L/cci
alpha2[p2]:=-aa/cci
alphalIpL]:=0;
alpha2 [pl] :=1;
sum: =0 i
sumL:=0 i
for k:=L to pL do

begin
aa:=Exp (p*tn (betatk-11 ) ) ;
sum: =sum+alpha3. lR]/ aai
sumt : =suml*alpha2 [k]/aa

endi
aJL: =-sum/sumL;
first: =Fa1se

end;
xdIn+2]:=xd[2];
xd[n+1]:=xd[1] i
xd[0]:=xdIn] i
xd[-1] 3=xd[n-1] ;
for k:=L to pl do

begin
betal- : =2*beta I k-1- ] t
for i:=L to n do

begin
aa:=xdI i] t



xIi]:=aat
bb:=xdIi+1];
cc:=xdli-rl t
bb: =a*bb*xd I i+2 ] +b*cc*xd t i-2 I +c*bb*cc;
y I i ] : =aa*dt*bblbeta1

end;
for k1z=2 to betal-l do

begin
yIn+2]:=y[2];
yIn+11 :=y[ L] ;
y[0]:=ylnl t
yt-11:=yIn-]-l t
for i:=L to n do

begin
xl-[i] 3=YIi]';
bb:=yI i+1] ,
cc:=yIi_1];
aa:=a*bb*yI i+2 ] +b*cc*y t i-2 I +c*bb*cc i
x2 [ i] : =xI i ] +2*dt*aalbetaL

endi
for i:=L

begin
xIi]
vt il

end
end;

xIn+2]:=x[2] i
xIn+1]::xIL];
x[0]:=xIn] t
x[-1]:=xIn-1] i
yln+41:=y[4]
yIn+3 ] :=y[3 ]
yln+21:=y[2]
yIn+1]:=y[1]
y[0]:=yIn] t
yi-113=yIn-1] ;
yt-2J 3=yIn-2] i
yi-313=yIn-3] i
for i:=1 to n do

begin
yi:=yIi];
yiL:=yIi+1];
yL2t=y Ii+2];yi3:-yIi+3] ;
yin13=yIi-L];
yirnZ:=yIi-2];
yin3:=yIi-3];
xi1:=xIi+r1;
xim].:=xIi-1];
.6 . =6*yi*yi L+b:tyiil :tyin3+c*yi*yim2 t
bb : -a*yi2 *yi 3+b:ryi:ryin1+c*yi2 *yi ;
cc : -a*yi 1*yi2+b*yllnf *yin2+s*yiL *yinL i
dd : =dt* ( a*yi3 *y I i+a 1 +b*yi1*yi+c*yi3 *yiL ) ;
dd : = (x I i+2 ] +2*ddlbet al) / 2 i
cc : =cc+a* (xi1+2'rdt*bb/betat 1 *66 t
dd: =dt* ( a*yirnL*yi+b*yim3 *y I i-4 ] +c*yinl,*yin3 )
dd: = (x I i-2 ] +2*dd/beEal\ / 2 i
cc : =cc+b* (xim1+2 :t dt* aa/betat ; *66 t
dd : = (xixnL+2*dt*aalbetaL) / 2 i
cc: =cc+c* (xi1+2:tdt*bblbetatl *66 t

tondo
:=x1[i] t
::x2[i]



xk[k, i1 :=(yi+xti] ) /2+dt*ee/bet-aL
end

endt
aa: =O i
bb: =0;
cc: =0 ;
for i:=1 to n do

begin
sum:=0 i
suml: =O ;
for k:=1 to pL do

begin
xi1:=xkIk, i] ;
sum: =sum+alphaL [ k] *xif ;
suml: =sunL*alpha2 [k1 *vi1

end;
aa:=aa+Sqr(suutJ.) ;
bb:=bb+sum*sumL i
cc:=cc+Sqr(sun)

end;
bb:=2*bb;
cc: =cc-2 *e0 i
delta : =Sqr (bb) -4 *aa*cc ;
if delta<O

then begin
status: =2 i
aL:=-bb,/ 1z*aa)

end
else begin

status: =O i
.1 3 = (-bb-Sqrt (delta) 1 I 1Z* aal ;
a2 3 = (-bb+Sqrt (de1ta) ) / (2*aa),
if Abs (aJl-al) >Abs (a.rl-a2 )

then aL:=a2
end;

for i:=L to n do
begin

aa:=0 i
for k:=1 to pl do

aa: =aa+ (alphal[]<l +alpha2 [k] *a11 *xkI k, i ] ;
xdI i] :=aa

end
end

else status:=L
endi



Appendix C. An automatic step-size correction procedure.

Let y(tx+r; h) denote a solution obtained from y(tr.) by a one-step method of order p with the

stepsize h > 0. Assuming that y(t*) is exact, and y(t**r) denotes the exact solution at tga' the local

truncation error at tp41 can be written in the form

(A.1) y(tr.+r)-y(t.*r; h) - hp+l"(t.+r) + 0(ho*t),

where the function e(t) does not depend on h.

Applyiug the same method twice with the step'size | , *" get

(A.2) y(tr+r)-y(,**r' |) - z (\ ) o*t 
"(t.+r) + o1t'p+2;.

Subtracting (A.2) from (A.1) and omitting the term O(ho+'), we have

y(tr+r; |)-v(tr+r; h) = 5n*r # u(tr+1)(A.3)

(A.5)

For e

(A.6)

Now, let H > 0 denotesuch astep'sizethat ourmeihod givesasolution with accuracy e > 0, i.e.

(A.4) llv(txar)-r(tr<+r; E)il = ll ue+1"1t**r) + o(np+t)ll-.,

where ll . ll denotes any norm in Rn. From (A.+) it follows that

ll"(t*+')ll =;fo,
and substituting this value into (A.3), we have

ff ,h.,ll :rhro*t2P_1 -
llr(tr+r; h)-Y(tx'u1; i)ll = ( ii ) -

we usually take the value

e :10-D*1I-,.*T .,ll v(t) ;;=10-D+1M1..1,r€[rpr rpalJ

the number of machine digits (in all examples given in Section 5 we have assumedwhere D denotes

P=19), and

Ms4r=max (llrt,*11, llv(t1..,"172; 
h/2)ll, llr(tr+r; h/2)ll, llv(tr; r')ll).

Substituting (4..6) into (A.5), we get the following formula for the stepsize H,

l



H=h p+r *t***,
,)P -t:tr '

The formula (A.?) should be applied as follows: If E < ( h, sy gS 
B , then the last integration

step should be repeated with the stepsize E (simply make the substitution h:=H). If H >> h, say H>2h,

then the current stepsize h may be increased (h::2H), and the last integration may be performed once

again,butwiththestepsize2H. Finally,if Hsh,i.e.,5a"(2h,thenwetake y(tr+r;!)*""

approximation of y(tgar), and the stepsize 2B is used as an initial stepsize for the next integration step.




